Ms. Chelsea’s Learning at Home Activity
Musical Shakers

Related Science Lesson November 3, 2021 on WQLN PBS

How to Make

Materials:
- Paper towel roll or toilet paper roll
- Markers
- Stickers
- Press and Seal wrap
- Macaroni and cheese noodles

Directions:
1. Get all the materials out.
2. Decorate your paper towel roll or toilet paper roll with markers, stickers, paint, or whatever you have available to you. We are all artists—it can be different!
3. Take a small piece of Press and Seal wrap and cover one end of your roll.
4. Fill the inside of your roll with a small amount of macaroni and cheese noodles.
5. Take another small piece of Press and Seal wrap and cover the other end of your roll.
6. Ta-da! You just created your own musical instrument that we use our hearing sense for.

Missed the lesson on WQLN PBS? Find this and other lessons at wqln.org/learning